
Objective:  To understand the types of lists (sorted vs. unsorted) and list operations (index-based,
context-based, and position-based), and their linked-list and array implementations, including being able to
determine the big-oh of each operation.  

Background:  Read sections 13.5, 13.6 and chapter 16 from the Lambert text.  A “list” is a generic term for
a sequence of items in a linear arrangement.  Unlike stacks and queues, access to list items is not limited to
either end, but can be from an position in the list.  The general terminology of a list is illustrated by:

 "Abstract  view of a list" 'w' 'a' 'y' 'c'

[0] [1] [2] [3]

head tail

index/position in the list

There are three broad categories of list operations defined in the textbook:
� index-based operations - the list is manipulated by specifying an index location, e.g.,

myList.insert(3, item)    # insert item at index 3 in myList

� content-based operations - the list is manipulated by specifying some content (i.e., item) in the list, e.g.,
myList.index(item)        # search for the item in the list and return its index if found; otherwise return -1

� positional-base operations -  a cursor (current position in the list) can be moved around the list, and it is
used to identify list items to be manipulated, e.g.,
myList.first()        # sets the cursor to the head of the list
myList.remove()        # deletes the first item in the list because that’s where the cursor is located

The following table summarizes the operations from the three basic categories on a list, L:

L.hasNext()
L.next()
L.hasPrevious()
L.previous()
L.first()
L.last()
L.insert(item)
L.replace(item)
L.remove()

L.append(item)
L.index(item)

L.insert(index, item)
item = L[index] 
L[index] = newValue
L.remove(index)

Positional-based operationsContent-based operationsIndex-based operations

  
To start the lab:  Download and unzip the file at:  www.cs.uni.edu/~fienup/cs052sum09/labs/lab7.zip

Part A:  The positionalList.py file contains a LinkedPositionalList class, which uses a
circular, doubly-linked list with a sentinel (or header) node to reduce the number of “special cases” (e.g.,
inserting first item in an empty list).  An empty list looks like:

previous  data   next

_head

_cursor

_lastItemPos

_size 0

Empty LinkedPositionalList
object
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a)  Why would a singly-linked list be bad choice for implementing a positional-based list ADT?

b)  Suppose we had a doubly-linked list implementation for a positional-based list ADT which DID NOT
have a head node, and WAS NOT circular.  It would look something like:

previous  data   nextprevious  data   next previous  data   nextprevious  data   next

_head

_head

_cursor

_cursor

_lastItemPos

_lastItemPos

_size

_size

0

4

Empty LinkedPositionalList object without a head node

Corresponding LinkedPositionalList object without a sentinel node and without being circular:

and without being circular:

 "Abstract  view of a non-empty  list" 'w'

'w'

'a'

'a'

'y'

'y'

'c'

'c'

head tailcursor

In addition to the “normal” case (inserting between two existing nodes), what special cases would the
insert operation need to handle for the doubly-linked list implementation without a sentinel node, and
without being circular?
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Part B:  The positional-base operations described in Tables 16.4 and 16.5 of the Lambert textbook treat the
cursor poorly.  For example, the remove operation is described as:
“Precondition:  There have been no intervening insert or remove operations since the most recent next
or previous operation.  Removes the item returned by the most recent next or previous.”

Typically, if a method has a precondition, then there is another method to check the precondition.  For
example, the next operation has a precondition:  “hasNext returns True.”  However, the remove
operation’s precondition cannot be checked without the user application maintaining a list of preceeding
operations -- a bad design!  The problem occurs because the insert and remove operations leave the
cursor in an undefined state.

We can fix the problem two ways:
1)  adding a isCursorDefined() operation to check if the cursor is defined or not, and/or
2)  defining the insert and remove operations to include setting of the cursor to a specified location.

a)  What would be a reasonable spot to set the cursor on an insert operation?

b)  What would be a reasonable spot to set the cursor on an remove operation?

c)  Copy the positionalList.py file to a new file named  myPositionalList.py.  Edit the
LinkedPositionalList class to include BOTH of the above fixes:
� the new isCursorDefined() operation to check if the cursor is defined or not, AND
� the modified insert and remove operations to include setting of the cursor to a locations specified in

your answers to (a) and (b).
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